
Membership Contributions

Titan Training Ground membership contributions are customized on a case by case basis.
We work with you to create a plan that works for all. Which is fair and affordable for yourself.
While also being fair to our community. By Supporting the club as a whole (this includes
members, students, supporters, coaches, personnel and you) with our goal of providing a
space for self development and human growth.

Your membership contributions support the club by assisting with the following costs: Rent,
CCC Rates, Utilities, Taxes, Wifi, Heating, Equipment, Maintenance, Security,  Insurance,
Cleaning, Miscellaneous Operating Cost, Legal Requirements, along with Upskilling Our
Personnel, and Upgrading our facilities. These are just some of the costs involved with
providing for our community. We are most grateful for all contributions. They enable us to
provide a space for people like yourself to thrive in.

Membership contributions are collected by Debit Success and can be adjusted in frequency
to coincide with your income stream. Memberships are set up in house and only take a few
minutes to sort out. You’ll need to bring ID, bank or credit card details, proof of address, and
emergency contact details.

If you're under the age of 18 years. Then you’ll need to bring a guarantor to co-sign your
membership agreement. You will also need to provide permission in writing from your legal
guardian. Which states that you are allowed to train with us. (this must be signed by them,
dated, and contain their contact details. It must also show the full legal names of both
yourself and your legal guardian). Please note for legal reasons. You are required to wait for
the day after your 18th birthday. Before you can legally sign up with us on your own.

Membership contributions are a necessity for covering the costs of operations. A positive
and considerate frame of mind. Combined with a strong sense of gratitude. Is essential for
being a part of a successful and uplifting community. The goal is to unite together to succeed
together, to look after one another, to be selfless, humble, and thoughtful of others. Self
development and success in life in our opinion is best achieved when we work together. With
each of us doing our part while holding the best interests of all. In the forefront of our minds
and in our deeds. Let's unite to look after one another and thrive in life from doing so.

These terms can be changed and updated at any time without notice at anytime..
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